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everal years ago, i came to understand that 

the medium of “professional photography” 

was being altered, radically and permanent-

ly. With the advent of new and better genera-

tions of digital cameras and a wide variety 

of software programs available for editing photographs, 

anyone, it seemed, could create their own art, even their 

own commercial photographs. i began to wonder if there 

was still a place for me as a photographer. 

 i took a step back to study and explore how the digital 

revolution could be applied to my photography in a way 

that made sense to me. 

 many factors can differentiate a photograph from a 

snapshot. One that is important to me, and that i like to 

play with, is that of “perspective.”  What happens when 

you change the angle of view, or walk around to the side, 

or even the back, of your subject? How do the meaning 

and the mood of the photograph change? An essential 

exercise in the classes that i teach is to have my students 

shoot what they see, and then change something like 

the camera angle and/or the perspective, and shoot the 

scene again.

 About four years ago i came across multi-image 

panoramas. i was intrigued because of what this technique 

enabled me to do with perspective by flattening a circular 

plane by as much as 360 degrees. Previously, i had always 

respected the frame, the borders of the photograph. if the 

image had to be cropped, then it was not good enough. 

constructing a panorama of many images was very 

different from my previous work, and almost antithetical 

to my ideas about the frame. i now had to ask myself:  

“What would happen to my photography if i strung 

together multiple images?”  Additionally, once i made the 

temporal shifts:
multi image Panoramas of israel
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• Yaffa Gate entrance to the Old city,
Jerusalem
8 © x 48"
AB3

leap to more than one image in the same frame, “how 

would the order of the images, or the timing of them, 

affect the outcome?” 

 i found that there were several photographers working 

with this technique, most dealing with nature or some 

aspect of the landscape. not many included people. 

Variations included harsh edges between the sections 

of the panorama, or dissolving, but discernible edges. 

seeing their work helped me formulate a starting point. 

After a number of months of thought and experimentation, 

i developed a method with which i felt comfortable. 

 my technique involves shooting many overlapping 

images of a scene, continuously, up to 360 degrees. this 

might often involve 10 to 20 images for a single setting; 

i then stitch them together into a panorama so that the 

junctures between the images are seamless. i also leave 

the outer edges of the panorama alone, not cropping to 

make them even. Another way i like to work is to revisit a 

particular place on subsequent days, shooting from the 

same spot, and then selecting the “slices” that i want 

from each day before blending the images together. i now 

needed a subject worthy of this new technique. 

 i have always felt close to israel, and my wife, isa, 

and i travel there whenever we can. i am proud of my 

past images of israel, single frames capturing an instant 

in time, hopefully made more profound than the sum of 

the details contained in the frame. israel is inspiring. the 

blend of cultures is exciting. the vistas are remarkable. 

the colors and the light are unlike any other place i have 

ever been. With those thoughts in mind, i set out to think 

and work in this new format.

 As i began to experiment with this technique, i 

noticed that people would appear as many as three or 
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four times in the panoramas due to their walking through 

the scene as i was shooting the overlapping images. 

Memorial to the Helicopter Crash in the North (AB26) 

is one example of this. it seemed to me, at first, that this 

presented an image of past, present and future, all at the 

same time. One of my mentors, after looking at some of 

the panoramas, suggested that i read some philosophers 

who speak about a “tenseless time,” and who raise the 

question, “can we actually experience tense?” 

 As we ordinarily think about time, it is a truism 

that time passes. time is transient. Viewed in this way, 

one might argue that there is no present. As soon as 

we perceive the present, it is past. the present has no 

duration. in the image Market Day Outside Damascus 

Gate (AB24), the group around the man in the yellow shirt 

appears three times. Which is past, which is present, and 

which is future? Are they all past because it is a recorded 

photograph?

 there are a number of philosophers who think and 

write about competing notions of time. A group called the 

“Presentists,” or A-theorists, claim that the use of “tense” 

is essential to all discourse about time. the distinctions 

between them are essential and that time involves an 

ordering of change; 2011 is always before 2012. An event 

is first part of the future, then the present, and then the 

past. that which has been perceived is in the past, and 

that which will be perceived is in the future. 

 Another group called the “eternalists,” or B-theorists, 

grant equal reality to all tenses. Our conventional notion 

of time, they say, is merely a subjective and fabricated 

structure to understand “before, now and later.” they wish 

to eliminate all talk of past, present and future in favor 

of a “tenseless” ordering of time. tense is obliterated. 

the people walking through the image are doing it in the 

present, or the past, or the future. there is no tense to 

what they are doing. John mctaggart concludes in his 

1908 paper, “unreality of time,” that “Our ground for 

rejecting time ... is that time cannot be explained without 

assuming time.”

 this understanding of conflicting notions of time, of 

putting past and present in the same image, has enabled 

me to once again see israel in a new and different way. 

Visitors to israel often remark on how eternal it seems. 

the trees, rocks, buildings, and even shadows bear 

witness to history. Digital photography has enabled me 

to convey that sense of the eternal by revealing what 

our eyes and brain cannot “fathom” on their own. A 

photograph has always to be a visualization of the past, 

as that scene was when it was present. the panorama, by 

combining the same people as they were photographed 

at several different points in time, along with the ancient 

environment, conveys that sense of past and present 

together, and gives a visualization of the timelessness of 

the entire scene.

 in summary, i began this process by attempting to 

find a new “place” for me as a photographer. i found that 

place by standing still and having time move around me.

 the norwegian poet, Olav Hauge, said it best, i think:

•
Today I saw

two moons,

one new

and one old.

I have a lot of faith in the new moon.

But it is probably just the old.

•
Bill ArOn

los Angeles, california

December 2011

• inside Aish Hatorah Yeshiva,
Jerusalem
5 ˙ x 36"
AB12
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• mount of Olives, 
Jerusalem
13 ƒ x 35 ˙"
AB17
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• east Jerusalem,
Jerusalem 
9 x 30"
AB22
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• Western Wall Plaza at night,
Jerusalem
9 ƒ x 40"
AB1

• tel Aviv university campus, 
tel Aviv
12 ƒ x 19"
AB14“ Ten measures of 

beauty descended to 

the world, Jerusalem 

took nine.”  

— kiDusHin 49B 
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• mitzpeh ramon at sunset, 
the negev
11 ˙ x 36"
AB30

“ Jerusalem is a port 

city on the shores  

of eternity.” 

— YeHuDA AmicHAi

• Ben Yehuda, 
Jerusalem
18 ˙", diameter
AB20
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• Western Wall Plaza During the Day, 
Jerusalem
10 © x 40"
AB6

• Above the Old city, 
Jerusalem
18 ˙", diameter
AB4
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• Old city Walls, 
Jerusalem
3 ˙ x 24 ˙"
AB21
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• mahane Yehuda market 1, 
Jerusalem
6 ˙ x 39 ˙"
AB7

“ Jerusalem is a place 

where all remember 

that they have 

forgotten something 

but they don’t 

remember what.”  

— YeHuDA AmicHAi
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• memorial to the Helicopter crash in the north, 
near kiryat shmoneh
12 x 40"
AB26

“ In Jerusalem, hope 

springs eternal.”  

— YeHuDA AmicHAi
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• Wildflowers in the Galil, 
upper Galilee
12 x 36"
AB25

• rams Walking by the Graves of Paula and David Ben-Gurion, 
sde Boker
16 x 24"
AB23
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“ Tombstones crumble, 

they say, words 

tumble, words fade 

away, the tongues 

that spoke them turn 

to dust, languages die 

as people do, some 

languages rise again, 

gods change up in 

heaven, gods get 

replaced, prayers are 

here to stay.” 

— YeHuDA AmicHAi
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• the Old city market (on the road to the Wall), 
Jerusalem
7 © x 48"
AB5

• Ben Yehuda street, 
Jerusalem
7 x 47 ˙"
AB8
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• Ode to israel’s soldiers
39 x 39"
AB31
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“  Jerusalem’s not just an idea;  it’s a whole  

world that embraces everything ...” 

— YOunG isrAeli sOlDier

• Jerusalem Apartment Building, 
Jerusalem
20 x 15"
AB32
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• men at the Western Wall, 
Jerusalem
18 ƒ x 36"
AB28
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• the separation Wall, 
northwest of Jerusalem
10 © x 36"
AB13

• Yitzhak rabin memorial, 
tel Aviv
19 ƒ x 16 ˙"
AB18

• men at the Western Wall, 
Jerusalem
18 ƒ x 36"
AB28

“ Jerusalem of gold! 

I pray you stand 

forevermore, 

a timeless city, 

bittersweet with 

memories of 

before.”  

— JOrDAnA meYer
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• mahane Yehuda market with soldier, 
Jerusalem
9 © x 35 ˙"
AB16

“  An Arab shepherd seeks a kid goat on Mount Zion, 
And on the mountain across, I seek my little son. 
An Arab shepherd and a Jewish father  
Both in their temporary failure... 
 
...The search for a kid or a son was always 

The  beginning of a new religion in these mountains.” 
— YeHuDA AmicHAi 
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• Women at the Western Wall, 
Jerusalem
26 x 36"
AB29
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• market Day, Outside Damascus Gate, 
Jerusalem
20 x 40"
AB24 
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“  In Jerusalem, everything 

is a symbol. Even two 

lovers there become a 

symbol like the lion, the 

golden dome, the gates 

of the city...

...And on the doorpost 

of their house it says,

‘Ye shall love each other 

with all your hearts and 

with all your souls.’” 

— YeHuDA AmicHAi 

• the Damascus Gate Portal, 
Jerusalem
12 ƒ x 19"
AB15
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• Old city Vista, 
Jerusalem
13 x 35 ˙"
AB11

“ There is no beauty  

like that of 

Jerusalem.” 
— AVOt OF rABBi nAtAn 28
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• Yaffa Plaza, easter sunday, 
Jerusalem
12 ˙ x 36"
AB27
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• tallit steps revisited, 
Jerusalem
19 ƒ x 13"
AB19

“ Through the window that is not there, we  

see our children searching the old ruin for 

toys they lost yesterday and turning up  

broken clay jars from centuries ago...” 
 

 ...Broken jars speak the truth. 

A new jar is the lie of beauty.” 

— YeHuDA AmicHAi
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• tallit steps revisited, 
Jerusalem
19 ƒ x 13"
AB19
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• Damascus Gate entrance to the Old city, 
Jerusalem
15 ˙ x 40”
AB2

• the church of the Holy sepulcher Plaza, 
Jerusalem
14 x 34”
AB9
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